
Analyze, design, and architect the 
migration process and environment. 

Provide full management of the 
migration and post-migration support 

WHAT  WE DO

Certified migration engineers with 
specialized migration skills. All 

licenses for the migration tools are 
included in the service 

WHAT YOU GET

We use a simple but very 
effective approach: optimize the 

environment to maximize 
performance and shorten the 

migration period

HOW WE WORK

Certified Migrations Experts

Experienced engineering team 
with 20+ years of migration and 
consolidation know-how and 
expertise 100% focused on 
successful client outcomes 
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World-Class Migration Tools

Our Migration team uses the 
proven toolset by our partner 
and migration technology 
leader Transvault to deliver 
data migrations quickly, 
securely,  and cost-effectively
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Migrations Designed with 
eDiscovery  in Mind

We will ensure your data migration 
aligns with your legal teams’ 
requirements by preserving full 
chain-of-custody and message 
auditing during the process
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Migration Services by iShift

§ We bring decades of migration know-how, hands-on 
experience in successfully moving GBs of data, and a 
relentless dedication to our clients

§ Cross-industry expertise and cutting-edge technology for a 
secure, compliant, robust, and adaptable migration

§ We offer it all: data migrations from 22 source platforms to 
18 target platforms



“          
”

Migrations require technology expertise, focus on end-user experience, and access to 
migration tools with enough flexibility to ensure a successful outcome. The iShift Migration 
team delivers a seamless experience for your employees and offers post-deployment support for 
your internal IT admins.
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iShift’s cloud experience made our migration 
fast and seamless while keeping our data 
integrity and business continuity intact. Our 
collaboration is a true partnership.

Kevin Rhode, CIO
District Medical Group

Cloud Migrations I Data Migrations I Workplace (M365) Migrations I Email & Email Archive Migrations  

Ready to start your Migration? Not sure where to start? Get clarity today!
Schedule a free consultation @ 480-477-5050


